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The Moon as an Observing Site

Opticalobservationson the Earth must copewiththe refractivedisturbancesofthe

atmosphere,perturbationsby the day-to-nightthermal cycle,vibrationsinduced by the wind, and

the bending ofthe telescopeby gravity.These allconspiretolimittelescopeperformance. In

particular,in tryingtoimprove angularresolution,thereseems tobe a practicallimitofthe order

ofa few tenthsofan arc-secondforthe realizableangularresolutionofsingle-aperturetelescopes,

largelyimposed by the atmosphere,although otherstructurallimitationswould appear as limitsat

one-tenthofan arc-secondor so.

Radio astronomers have demonstrated that interferometric aperture-synthesis methods

supplant single-aperture methods completely when high angular resolution is desired. The same

analysis applies to the optical problem, although the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) considerations for

the radio and optical domains differ. A variety of optical interferometer concepts were discussed

at the Car_se Symposium in 1984 (ESA 1985), and Burke (1985) proposed that a lunar location

might be attractive. A more extended treatment of the radio-optical congruence was presented

shortly thereafter (Burke 1987). At the Washington Symposium on Science from a Lunar Base

(MendeI1, 1985; Burke 1985), it was pointed out that the Moon appeared to be a preferred location for

optical interferometry in the microarc-second ranges. Shortly thereafter, Johnson examined the

engineering questions independently and gave a detailed summary of publications to 1988 on the

broader aspects of a lunar observatory (Johnson 1985, 1988). The principal limitation is the cost of

establishing an astronomical optical array on the Moon, which could be large if the construction

has to be carried out remotely. The concept becomes more realistic if a human-tended lunar base

should be established on broader policy grounds by the USA or by the USSR, separately or

cooperatively. The construction of a large interferometric optical array then becomes a natural

focus of scientific activity at such a base.
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Theconcernsthat had been voiced about the lunar environment were treated by Burke

(1985a), where it was shown that the apparent problems were unlikely to be substantive. The

concerns about lunar dust are largely answered by examining figure 1, which shows the

deployment of the lunar laser reflector by the astronauts of Apollo 15. The footprints in the

foreground are crisp, showing the cohesiveness of the lunar soil; the laser reflector being deployed

in the background has shown no noticeable deterioration over the past 20 years. When the lunar

surface is disturbed, dust particles can be kicked up; these travel in ballistic trajectories and

generally stick to what they hit. The natural disturbance rate is low, but it is clearly important to

avoid needless human activities in the vicinity of lunar-based optical instruments. The

seismometer deployed by the Apollo astronauts has given another useful datum: the lunar

seismicity is less than 10-7 than that of the Earth, and moonquakes will present no problems.

Background light from the Moon is less trouble than for a satellite-based system in low-Earth orbit

(LEO), and the problem of shielding from sunlight is much easier on the Moon because of the

ability to construct suitable, cost-effective shielding structures. Similarly, the thermal

environment, with the proper shielding that can be provided on the Moon, is more benign on the

Moon than elsewhere.

Constraints from the Scientific Goals

A recent study by the National Research Council National Academy of Sciences (1988)

summarized a variety of scientific goals that might be attacked by interferometric means. The

problems that might be attacked by optical aperture-synthesis arrays are summarized in figure 2,

which shows the various regimes in a distance-linear size plot, in which constant angular

resolution shows as a diagonal line. The most interesting problems demand angular resolution

considerably better than a milliarc-second, a microarc-second is a marvelous goal, but 10

microarc-seconds would yield an instrument of revolutionary capability. Baselines much

greater than 100 m in length (i.e., resolving power better than 1 mas) are not easy to achieve with

structures in Earth orbit, but on the Moon, once a lunar base is established, it should be a

straightforward project. A resolution of 10 _as would require a 10-kin baseline, which would

present no real difficulties. A goal of one mas, requiring a 100-km baseline, is feasible, but the

technological problem of relaying the signals over the curved surfaces of the Moon would have to be

addressed. One scientific area of great current interest, the study of galactic structure near the

central cusp, has not been included in the plot, and is one major problem that could be attacked with

a smaller instrument, in the 20-30 m size range.
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Theproblemsthat mightbeaddressedin the infraredpart ofthespectrumhavenotbeen

summarizedasfully in the literature,but canbesummarizedasthestudyof stellarformation,the

productionof circumstellardiscs,andprotoplanetarysystems.In general,theproblemsdonot

requireashigh anangularresolution.Nominally,the rangeof resolutionis from 1masto 1

arcsec.At kl0_tm,theworkwill probablybedonebestfromground-basedfacilities,but at

wavelengthsfromk2_m to M0pm, the space environment is probably superior. This implies

interferometer dimensions of the order of 10 m to one km. Although the optical and infrared

interferometric arrays may have some degree of mutual compatibility, it is probable that different

arrays will be needed.

The prospect has been raised that planetary systems belonging to nearby stars can be

imaged directly by optical interferometric arrays (Burke 1986). There are special requirements

on the optical quality of the system that go far beyond the requirements of the two general scientific

areas discussed above. On the other hand, a maximum baseline of 20 to 30 m is entirely adequate,

and there are special demands on optical quality that are more vigorous than for a general purpose

array. The likely outcome, therefore, is that a planetary interferometric array would be a separate

project, relying upon the same facilities and personnel of a lunar base, but physically distinct.

Elements of the Project

Assume that a lunar base has been established, that a freighter system exists to carry

supplies and equipment to the Moon, and that among the residents of the lunar base there will be

personnel to assemble, adjust, and deploy equipment. The scientific objectives suggested by figure

2 and by the discussion of the previous section should be addressed in an impressive way by an

array with mapping capability in the range of 10 mas to 10 ttas. The general specifications of the

array are set by these scientific objectives.

The sensitivity of the array should be sufficient to allow the study of 20th magnitude

objects; this means that detection alone is not enough, since maps with many resolution elements

would be the output in most cases. The point-source sensitivity of an N-element interferometer, in

the absence of extraneous noise, is independent of the number of elements provided that the total

area remains fixed (Burke 1987). The desired point-noise source sensitivity, therefore, is

determined by the magnitude limit, and the total area of the array is set. The number of elements
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canthenbespecifiedby the interferometric aperture-synthesis requirements, combined with

practical economic considerations.

If a 20th-magnitude object, composed of a thousand elements at maximum resolution, is to

be mapped, this means that the equivalent point-source sensitivity should be 28th magnitude. An

object of 28th magnitude yields a total photon flux of the order of 1.5 photons/m2/sec, and an

integration lasting 1 hour would yield 5400 photons to be processed by the correlators for all

baselines, for a device of complete efficiency. At fractional bandwidth of 10 percent is probably the

best one could hope for, and a throughput of 10 percent is also a reasonable assumption, given the

many reflections needed in the optical train. Thus, the detected photon flux for a real system

might be of the order of 50 photons/m2/hr.

The SNR (or S/N) of each interferometric pair, for nphot total detected photons detected by an

N-element array, will be:

(S/N) = (2nphot / N (N + 1)) y2 / 42 (1)

Two photons are required, at a minimum, to estimate fringe amplitude and phase, and

during the integration period the instrument itself must be phase-stable. Assuming that the

stability condition has been met, an N-element array having a total area A=NAo (Ao=area per

element) will yield SIN equal to

(S/N) = (SAt/(N+ 1))1/2 = (S Aot)l/2 (2)

for a detected photon flux S and integration time t. Hence, a collecting area (per element) of 1 m2

will give two photons in an hour per element if there are approximately 27 elements in all. It

should be remembered that this is an extreme example: a 1-sigma fringe estimation per pair, with

N = 27, gives 5-sigma detection of a 28th-magnitude object in an hour, when the individual fringe

estimates are coherently added. The scale of the instrument, then, could be on the order of 27 1.6 m

telescopes; there are reasons to be conservative in the specifications. The total collecting area

would be about 50 m2 in this example.

The wavelength range could be anywhere from 0.1 _m to an infrared wavelength of

perhaps 3 _m. There is reason to limit the long-wavelength limit if optical relaying of the image
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to thecentralprocessoris used.Diffractionspreadsthe light in the relayprocess,anddelaylines,

especially,becomelarge. An infraredinstrument,beyondthis range,probablyrequiresdifferent

designconsiderations.Within thesegeneralassumptions,onecanoutline the general

specificationsof areal system,indicatethe alternativechoices,andassessthestateofthe relevant

technology.

In succeedingsections,thenatureofthetelescopeelements,thepossiblearray

configurations,the possibletypesof delaylines,the correlatorrequirements,shippingand

deployment,and operationalconsiderationswill bediscussed.

Weightandcostestimatesarehighlyuncertainat this time,but reasonableprojectionsare

notentirelyimpossible.Onefactorseemstobeespeciallypressing:the equipmentshouldnotbe

space-ratedin theusualway. Thereasonfor placingthefacility at a lunarbaseis to take

advantageofhumanpresenceto assemble,deploy,andservicethe equipment.In this respect,
thereis a fundamentaldifferencebetweenthe proposedlunar opticalinterferometerandan

automatedspacefacility of theusualtype. Today'sspacefacilitiesmustoperatefor yearswithout

directhumaninterventionor, if thereis humanservicing,it is clumsy,expensive,and adhoc.

Lunargravitymayturn out tobeanunexpectedally in this respect:it will fix the equipmentand

givethe astronautsfirm groundto standon.

The Telescone Elements

Design and construction of a lunar-based telescope is far easier than on Earth. These stem

from two fundamental mechanical restraints, gravitational deflection and columnar failure.

These put constraints on the accuracy and sturdiness of a structure, and depend upon Young's

modules, Y, density p, the moment of the cross-section I, and the local acceleration of gravity as

follows:

Deflection of a beam: q = _ (p / Y )g L 2

Length of Euler buckling: LE = I (Y / ( gM ))1/2

(3)

(4)

The net deflection of a real truss can be much less than the q given in equation 3 ( T is a

geometrical factor, and is essentially the square of the length-to-depth ratio of the beam). The

homology principle, originated by von Hoerner, recognized that gravitational deflection must
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occur,but sincereal 3-Dstructuresaregenerallyredundant,a fixedsetofpointscancontinueto

lie ona givenquadraticsurfaceexceptfor translationandrotation,despitethe internal
deformations.Therearemoredegreesof freedomthan constraints,andphysicallyreal

homologoussolutionsusuallycanbefoundfor real structures.Ofcourse,no real structureis

perfect,andfor a reduced_,theaboveequationswill still representtheorderof magnitudeofthe
net deflection.

Thebucklingcriterionaffectstheweightofthesupportingstructure. In practice,buckling
occursfor a smallerlengththanLE, but the above accurately represents the dependence upon g for a

fixed mass M. The net effect is that a sufficiently robust structure on the Moon will have

considerably lighter elements than an Earth-bound telescope. In particular, a daring (but still

practical) design for an Earth-bound telescope becomes over-designed when it works under lunar

gravity.

It seems prudent, therefore, to design telescope elements that could be tested on Earth, but

which are light and compact enough to be assembled by lunar-base personnel. To meet the total

area requirements with a reasonable number of telescopes, the reflector diameter would be greater

than 1 m, but a diameter of more than 2 m would seem to be cumbersome for easy handling at a

lunar base. In this example, a diameter of 1.6 m will be assumed, as a reasonable compromise.

The telescope could be mounted equatorially or in an alt-azimuth configuration; the latter

is probably to be preferred, even though field rotation would be needed. The optical design should

have a wide field of view, to allow nearby stellar objects to be used as phase references for the

system.

The mass of the telescope, the telescope mounting, and the base (which might easily carry

the shielding cabin as well) can be scaled to the lunar environment, using the above

considerations, from Earth-based experience, although the design of radio telescopes may be more

relevant than conventional optical design. Earth-based optical telescopes are massive because

they must withstand stresses such as vibration and wind torques that are not present in the lunar

environment. Recent developments in mirror design have reduced the mass of optical mirrors

dramatically, and this then allows lighter supporting structures. A 1.6 m mirror, made for lunar

use, should have a mass of no more than 160 kg (and should, with proper attention to scaling laws,
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beevenlessmassive).Thisreflectsinto thefollowingmassbudget,usingmodemhigh-strength

composites: The mass seems small

Mirror 160 kg

Telescope 160 kg

Alidade 160 kg

Auxiliary Equipment _0_Q]i_total

58O kg

compared to Earth-based optical telescopes, but if it were to be tested under Earth gravity but free of

air currents, vibration, and thermal gradients, the instrument should have good optical

performance. This would become even more favorable under the reduced lunar gravity.

Despite initial fears that the thermal and radiation environment might be hostile, it has

become clear that, with proper attention to shielding, the Moon is a relatively benign environment,

especially when compared to the Earth-orbited environment. Free-flying telescopes must carry

their own light and radiation shields, but there is much greater freedom in designing such

structures on the Moon (although the shield still might be preferably mounted as part of the

telescope). They can be light, delicate structures, since the wind never blows and they can be

constructed in situ without having to withstand the stress of launching in the deployed form.

Figure 3 shows a conceptual drawing that expresses the philosophy: the eventual shape and scale,

of course, could be quite different. The mass of the shield should be no more than

100 kg, and with the telescope mass given above, the total mass of telescope plus shield comes to

680 kg.

Array Configuration

There is a strong scientific imperative to go to an optical array that would yield 1-mas

resolution at k5000, but this requires a maximum baseline of 100 km. This is not out of the

question, but there is a real problem that would have to be surmounted: the curvature of the Moon's

surface. The deviation in elevation from the tangent plane in meters is R2/3, where R is the

distance in kilometers, and thus a radius of 50 km from the central station involves a height

change of 0.75 km. This is not an insurmountable problem, but if an array of one-tenth that size

were planned for, the height difference shrinks to about 7.5 m, a far easier, almost trivial effect
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comparedto therandomreliefthat will befound.Thebasicassumption,therefore,will bethat the
mostdistantelementwill be6km fromthe centralstation. For aVLA-likeWyeconfiguration,

this givesa maximumUV spacingof about11kin, andthis canserveasa nominalparameterfor

the exercise.

Thereis an alternativeconfigurationthat mayhaveadvantages:The"CornwellArray"

or "CornwellCircle." This configuration,derivedfrom studiesof the physicsor crystals,

representsanoptimumsolutionto the problemofplacingN antennaswithin a squareof given

size,usingtheentropyoftheUV distributionasthefigureof merit. Theresult is antenna

placementona circularlocus,butunevenlyspaced,with a transferfunctionthat hasa quasi-

crystallinelookin theUV plane.Thedetailscanbefoundin thereportofCornwell(1987).

The choicebetweenthe "VLA-Wye"andthe "CornwellCircle"will probablybe

determinedby thebalancebetweenthe needfor severalarray configurationsaddressingangular-
sizerangesandthe sufficiencyof a singlearrayconfigurationfor mostproblemsof interest. Any

finite array is a spatial filter whosetransferfunctionspansa rangefrom the maximumarray

spacingto a minimumspacing(in angle,from the angleof maximumresolutionto a maximum

angle),and this impliesin turn that angularstructuresrequiringspatial frequencieslowerthan

theminimumarrayspacingcannotbestudied.This, of course,is whythe VLA wasmade

variablein extent: Forextendedobjects,themostcompactconfigurationisused;the largest

possiblearraygivesthehighangularresolutionneededfor themostcompactobjects.Intermediate

configurationsareusedfor thosecaseswhereeithera compromiseis indicated,or whenscaled

arraysaredesiredat differentwavelengths.ConcentricCornwellcirclescouldbeused,of course,

but the Wyegivesscalingmosteasily.

Theantennascouldbemovedonrails (astheyarefor theVLA)or theycouldbetransported

by awheeledcarrier,whichwouldthendepositthemonhardpointsfixedin the lunar soil. The
choicewouldhaveto dependontheresultsofadetailedengineeringstudy;for thepurposesofthis

exerciserailroadtrackswill beadoptedasthebaselinewith thefull realizationthat a wheeled

transportermightultimatelybepreferred.Trackshavethedesirablepropertythat theyare
kinematicallywell-defined,andwill conductthetelescopeto the hard pointswith a minimumof

final adjustment.Becausethelunar gravitationalaccelerationis only one-sixththat of theEarth,

theweighton therails is modest:theconservativemassestimategivenearlierwouldpredicta

massoflessthan700kg (i.e.,a weightof64lb oneachoffourwheels).Thiswouldimply that the
rails andties couldhavea massassmallas 1.5kg/m.
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Thehardpointsonwhichthetelescopeelementswouldbemountedneednotbemassive,

deeplyseatedfoundationsin the lunar surface.Thelunar soil is surprisinglyresistiveto

penetration,basedontheApolloexperimentsandontheLunakhodpenetratorresults. A cylinder

10cm(orevenless)in diameterdriven1m or sointo the lunar soilwouldalmostcertainlybean

adequatepost;threeofthesewouldeasilysupportthetelescopein a competentfashion.Thesewould

beplacedbeforehandat surveyedlocations,andthe competenceofthe lunar soil is suchthat no
movementwouldbeexpected.

Theconceptualdesignof anopticalaperture-synthesisarray is fundamentallythe same

astheradiocounterpart.Thedesignmight followthegeneraloutlineoftheVLA (Napieret al.

1983),applyingthesamegeneralprinciplesoutlinedin themonographofThompsonet al. (1986).

Thephysicalrealizationwouldlookquitedifferently;the opticalinterferometerdescribedby

Colavita(1985)andits extension,asoutlinedbyShaoet al (1986)illustratesthemaincomponents.
Theseare(1)thetelescope,(2)thetelescopeguidancesystem,(3)theopticalrelaysystem,(4)the

delayline system(andits associatedequalizationdevices),(5)thebeamsplitters,(6) the

correlator,and(7) thedatareductionsystem,whichaveragesthe fringeamplitudesandphases.

Thesystemmust includea fringestabilizationsystem,usingeither afield starfor aphase

reference(this is mucheasierto accomplishonthe Moonbecauseoffreedomfrom atmospheric

seeingtrouble)orby monitoringtheentireopticalpathwith abatteryof laserinterferometers,as

currentlypracticedby Shaoet al. (1986).Themajorlargecomponentthat wouldneedthe most

seriousengineeringattentionis probablythedelay-linesystem,whichequalizestheopticalpath.
Theopticalsignalswouldbe relayedasa quasi-planarbeam,spreadingslightlybecauseof

Fresneldiffraction. For thearraydimensionsthat arecontemplated,this meansthat thebeam
wouldbeabout10cmin diameter.Eachdelayline,onepertelescope,wouldhaveto givea delay

equalto thedistancefromthe centralstationto themostdistantstationif full delaycompensation

wereto bedesired.Thismeansa "throw"of3 km unlessa multiple-passsystemis used.Super-

reflectiveopticsallowacertainsaving,andthethrowofthe delayline mightbesomeintegral

submultipleof 3 km; theparticulardesignof delayline wouldhaveto followfrom an engineering

studythat is yetto bemade.Evena3-kmthrowis notbeyondreason;a setofcarriagesmountedon

their owntracks,compensatedbylasersin thefashiondescribedby Shaoet al. couldbemadeto

work. It wouldprobablybea multiple-stageaffair, with grossstabilizationof the maincarriage,

with a successivesetof subcarriagesto givethefinal adjustments.
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Thedelay-linesystem is not shown in figure 3, because of the great uncertainty in how it

should be designed, but one can envisage N tracks radiating from the central station, each with its

own laser-controlled mirror. A more elegant solution is to hoped for, but is not yet in hand.

The Cost

A prefatory remark is in order. If an optical array on the Moon were to be built to

conventional flight-test standards, including complete man-rating, it would be an extremely

expensive undertaking. The intention, however, would be to send the components to the Moon by

whatever freight carrier is used to supply a lunar base. The mirrors would be stacked like a set of

dishes (with appropriate spacers to avoid scarring), the mounting and alidade would be shipped in

pieces, packed to avoid the mechanical stresses that accompany launch, and the material for the

shielding cabins would be packed in bulk. Assembly would be on the Moon by the skilled

personnel already there. Individual components such as telescopes and delay lines could be

"throwaway" designs. It might be far better to have cheap elements, with a number of spares, than

to have complex, elegant, super-reliable elements costing ten or a hundred times more. A cost

tradeoff study would determine the best compromise. The fundamental conclusion, however, is

that a basic philosophical change from current practice in experiment design will be needed

because of the availability of personnel to construct and adjust the equipment and because of the

stabilizing influence of lunar gravity.

With this caveat, one can start from the weight budget: These estimates

Telescopes and shelters

Delay-line element

TOTAL

Track (270 km @1.5 kg/m)

Correlator and housing

Instrumentation

TOTAL

Mass Cost ($ x 106)

680 kg 2

800 kg 4

1480 kg x 27 = 40 tonnes 162

400 tonnes 100

10 10

10 100

460 tonnes 372 M

are extremely rough, but they illustrate a few key points. The telescopes themselves are a minor

component in the budget. The delay lines are an extremely critical (and uncertain) element. The
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biggestcontributionismasstobetransportedis thetrack,althoughit is notaprohibitiveelement.

Nevertheless,wheeledtransportersmightwellbepreferred(but they,too,mightnotbecheap).

Bulk transportshouldbefar lessexpensivethancurrentpractice.

A comment is in order concerning the number of elements. The assumed value of N was

27, as for the VLA, but if binary beams splitting is preferred, the number of telescopes would be

2N + 1. There would then be 9, 17, or 33 telescope elements, in all probability. If there were only

nine elements, the synthesis coverage in the UV plane would be inferior. An array of 17 elements

gives excellent coverage, but the 33-element array would give superb UV coverage, especially for

snapshots, where full instantaneous sampling of the UV plane is called for. Given the budgetary

estimate shown above, the 33-element array might well be preferred. The instantaneous number

of interferometer pairs is N (N + 1) / 2, and 33 elements can give, therefore, 528 independent

samples instantaneously if the array is nonredundant.

In summary, therefore, the cost of an aperture-synthesis optical array, having the ability to

give many different configurations, is not an unreasonable project, in scale, to be a major

scientific objective of a permanent lunar base. The problems are well defined, and enough

research is already in hand to give one confidence in finding workable concepts, ready to go as

soon as a lunar base has been established.

.
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15LACK AND WHITE PHOTOGRAPH

Deployment, of scientific instruments on the Moon, Note the crisp footprints.
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_"_]_W___" Conceptual rendition of an aperture-synthesis interferometer on the Moon. The

delay-line system is not shown, but would consist of tracks radiating from the central processing

station, in all likelihood.
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